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Abstract

In this paper, we study a node placement problem in mobile ad hoc networks with controllable mobility. Especially, we consider mission-critical networks in which nodes have their own specific mission whose degree of satisfaction depends on their locations. In addition to accomplish their mission, nodes want to maintain a good communication quality with their neighbor nodes that also depends on their locations. In general, the best location of a node for its mission is not coincident with that for its communication quality, and thus it is important to control the mobility of a node to find its appropriate location jointly considering both its mission and communication quality. Hence, in this paper, we study a joint mission and communication aware node placement problem. We formulate the problem as a potential game and develop a distributed algorithm that converges to the Nash equilibrium. In addition, we also show that if some minor conditions are satisfied, our algorithm provides a global optimal solution that minimizes the weighted sum of costs for mission and communication.
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1. Introduction

In conventional communication networks, such as cellular networks and wireless LANs, nodes within the network are interested in only providing a good communication quality to other nodes or getting serviced with a good communication quality. However, in many emerging networks, such as sensor networks, military networks, vehicular networks, and networked robots, nodes in the network have their own specific mission that should be accomplished with high degree of satisfaction. We call those networks mission-critical networks. In mission-critical networks, nodes in the network are interested in not only their communication quality but also the satisfaction for their mission. Hence, controlling both communication quality and satisfaction for the mission of each node is very important to improve the overall performance of mission-critical networks.

In general, the communication quality between two nodes depends on the channel condition of the link between them, which in turn strongly depends on the distance between them. As the distance between two nodes increases, the channel condition of the link between them gets worse, and thus the error rates increase and the achievable data rates decrease. Hence, if we control the mobility of two nodes to make the distance between them be as small as possible, we can significantly improve the communication quality between them. We call this kind of mobility control, which controls the location of a node in the network to improve the communication performance, communication-aware mobility control. If a node maintains a link with only one neighbor node, then the optimal solution for communication-aware mobility control would be trivial. We only have to move the node as close to its neighbor node as possible. However, if a node maintains multiple links with its multiple neighbor nodes...
together, then the optimal solution for communication-aware mobility control might not be trivially obtained.

In many cases in mission-critical networks, the mission of nodes is location-specific. For example, consider a surveillance network for a specific area with networked robots each of whose mission is to lookout its own sub-area. In this case, each robot may have the best spot for keeping watch on its sub-area, and as it further deviates from that spot, the degree of satisfaction for its mission might get more degraded. Hence, in this case, if we control the mobility of a node to place it to the best spot for its mission as possible, we can improve the degree of satisfaction for its mission. We call this kind of mobility control, which controls the location of a node in the network according to its mission, *mission-aware mobility control*. Hence, in contrary to conventional mobile networks, in which communication-aware mobility control is important, in mission-critical networks, we should consider not only communication-aware mobility control but also mission-aware mobility control. Since those two mobility controls have a different objective with each other, they may result in different best locations for a node. Hence, in mission-critical networks, it is important to control the mobility of a node jointly considering its mission and communication quality to improve the overall performance, which makes a mobility control problem much difficult to study.

In this paper, we study a problem that controls the locations of nodes in the mission-critical ad hoc network with jointly considering their mission and communication quality. We define two cost functions for each node that represent its degree of dissatisfaction for its mission and communication quality, respectively. We then define the overall cost function for a node as the weighted sum of its costs for mission and communication and try to minimize the sum of overall costs of all nodes in the network. This problem can be solved by using either an optimization-theoretic approach or a game-theoretic approach. However, since we consider mobile ad hoc networks where there is no centralized controller, we should develop a distributed algorithm with which each node controls its own location with its local information. Hence, in this paper, we will use a game-theoretic approach that is, in general, a more appropriate framework to develop a distributed algorithm when there is no central controller. We will show that our game possesses an exact potential function, and thus our game is a potential game. We provide a distributed algorithm that converges to the Nash equilibrium by using theories of the potential game. Even though the theories of the potential game allow each player (each node) to determine its strategy (its location) in a distributed way, in general, it is required that only one player updates its strategy at each iteration for the convergence. Hence, it requires some degree of coordination among players through a centralized manner. However, in this paper, we will show that in our case, multiple nodes can update their locations simultaneously at each iteration, if they are not neighbor nodes of each other. By using this property of our game, we will develop a protocol with which each node can decide whether it can update its location or not at each iteration in a distributed way. In addition, we will also show that if some minor conditions are satisfied, our algorithm converges to the global optimal solution that minimizes the sum of cost functions of all nodes in the network.

This paper is organized as follows. We present related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce our system model and problem. We provide our distributed node placement algorithm in Section 4 and numerical results in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

### 2. Related work

Recently, mobility control or node placement problems are extensively studied in mobile sensor and ad hoc networks. In [2–5], problems for relay node placement for minimizing power consumption or maximizing network lifetime are studied with modeling transmission power consumption as a function of the distance between two nodes. In [6–8], problems that place the minimum number of relay nodes while satisfying the constraints on node connectivity or traffic demands are studied.

In [9], a mobility control problem in ad hoc networks is studied to maximize the throughput based on the IEEE 802.11 throughput analysis in [10] without considering the variation of the link capacity according the distance change between two end nodes. In [11–13], problems that place relay nodes considering the throughput of the network are studied. In [11], considering the probabilistic model for the positions of nodes, an algorithm for the relay node placement that maximizes the throughput of the network is proposed. In [12], joint relay node placement and assignment problem is studied. Once the relay node assignment is determined, the problem in [12] is reduced to the problem to find the optimal position of a single relay node while other nodes that communicate with the relay node are assumed to be fixed. In [13], a cascaded network in which relay nodes form a single chained communication flow is considered and a gradient-based algorithm is proposed to control the position of relay nodes to maximize the minimum throughput among those of all the links in the chain. In our earlier works [14–16], we study communication-aware node placement problems. In [14] and its extended version [15], we study a node placement problem of a single relay node with controllable mobility considering multiple nodes with uncontrollable mobiles. We then extend them to a linear network in which multiple nodes with controllable mobility are aligned as a chained topology in a line in [16].

The work that we consider in this paper is clearly different from those in [11–16] in several critical aspects. First, we consider a network with multiple nodes with controllable mobility in a mesh topology in a two-dimensional space. In fact, the extension from a single node with controllable mobility [11,12,14,15] or from the chained topology [13,16] to multiple nodes with controllable mobility in a mesh topology is not straightforward. Second, instead of trying to maximize the minimum performance of nodes as in [13–16], in this paper we try to maximize the sum of performances of nodes, which requires a different approach. Third, while only communication-aware node placement
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